


MOBILE WAREHOUSE SOLUTION

OPTIMIZE WAREHOUSE PROCESSES

FOR MYOB Greentree 
WITH A MOBILE WMS SOLUTION

features of MYOB Greentree .
as it is directly integrated with the standard 
Installation and support of the solution is easy
and information needed to work effectively. 
er mistakes as Mobile WMS provides the tools 
employees will be more efficient and make few- 
the needs of the individual user. Your warehouse 
which is easy to use and can be configured to fit 
It features a stunning graphical user interface 

to the standard functions of MYOB Greentree .
work processes in the warehouse and integrates 
Mobile WMS from Tasklet Factory supports the 

Certified for



ADVANTAGES

  

  

  

 stable solution with great performance.
without any network connection. The result is a 
The core working processes can be performed 
ON/OFFLINE FUNCTIONALITY

are validated using the built-in barcode scanner.
number of errors significantly. Item registrations 
fully automated mobile solution will reduce the 
Moving from a paper based work process to a 
REDUCE ERRORS, NO PAPERWORK

MYOB Greentree . All versions are supported.
Mobile WMS is 100% integrated with standard 
MYOB Greentree



ADVANTAGES 

 

 

done directly in MYOB Greentree .
custom functionality easily. All modifications are 
has been designed so it can be extended with 
process needs a special solution. Mobile WMS 
most companies, but sometimes a special work 
The standard functionality covers the needs of 
ADAPTABLE, TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

device.
and they quickly learn to master the mobile 
Users will spend minimal time on user training 
minimizing clicks and irrelevant information. 
Mobile WMS has been designed with focus on 
USER-FRIENDLY



FEATURES
 

RECEIVE 
Register and control items against
purchase orders. Supports expiry 
dates, LOT and serial numbers

PUT AWAY 
Assign a shelf (BIN) to the
received items

PICK 
Pick items and prepare them for
shipment or production as single
or consolidated orders (box picking)

COUNT 
Count items according to inventory
journals or as unplanned counts

MOVE 
Perform planned or unplanned
movements of item

BIN CONTENT
Look-up the content of a
warehouse shelf (BIN)



FEATURES
 

LOCATE ITEM 
Look-up the location and the
quantities of an item 

ADJUST QUANTITY 
Remove items from the inventory
and provide a reason code 

ITEM CROSS REFERENCE 
Associate a barcode with an item 

SUBSTITUTE ITEMS 
Look-up substitute item 

PRINT 
Initiate print of reports/labels
from the mobile device

SHIPPING
Enter shipping and carrier
information to speed up
processing



REFERENCES 

Mobile WMS is used by many customers all 
over the world: 



 

Tel: +45 7233 2000 
sales@taskletfactory.com 
www.taskletfactory.com

  

CONTACT 

DK-9220 Aalborg
Alfred Nobels Vej 27
Tasklet Factory

Contact us for more information:

is developed and supported.
location is in Denmark from where the solution 
MYOB Greentree Partners . Tasklet Factory’s 
and supported via our worldwide network of 
The Mobile WMS solution is sold, implemented 


